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Second Thought & Noisesurfer – Oncoming Storm 

[SLNT019] 

 
Tracklist: 

Second Thought: 

1. LZT Leads to Melt the Room   [13:55] 
2. RECAB-A.Exception    [06:40] 
3. Maelstrom      [14:58] 

Noisesurfer: 

4. Dark Starlight     [06:35] 
5. Passengers (Ryders on the Storm)  [03:25] 
6. After the Storm     [03:53] 
7. Report of the Dark Time   [05:59] 
8. Ground Away     [02:14] 
9. Underwater     [05:44] 
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Release info: 

Second Thought and Noisesurfer have worked together in the past, notably on two co-produced tracks on 
the first Noisesurfer album. This time they come together and each offer thirty minutes of music to form a 
haunting album of fuzzy dark ambience. 

Second Thought offers up three epic drone pieces, each setting a tone in its early moments and building 
slowly towards a thundering climax.  Noisesurfer complements these pieces with a series of dusty 
shoegaze ambient works, fuzzy guitars and pianos buried beneath layers of synths and unknown sounds, 
forming a melancholy contrast to Second Thought's sinister first half. 

Biography  

Second Thought: 
Working for the best part of a decade on various musical projects, Second Thought is the musical voice of 
Ross Baker, a twenty-something producer from somewhere in the United Kingdom.  The project started as 
a techno duo in 1999, but when founding member Dale Clarke left after a year, Ross began to deconstruct 
and fragment the sound with each successive recording.  Second Thought’s music now ranges from 
abstract ambient to string quartet compositions, lo-fi pop songs and lush sound collages. 

After a self-induced musical exile following his second album (2007's Vacuum Road Songs), Ross Baker 
returned to music in 2010 with a series of experimental releases, ranging from drone ambient and sound 
collages to acoustic songs, harsh noise and Berlin school synth workouts. The future of Second Thought 
is set to calm down, and the project will focus largely on full length albums from 2011 onwards. 

Noisesurfer: 
Noisesurfer is a Spanish musical outfit. Starting out as the solo project of Joachim Rontexlius, an album 
was released: 'Noisesurfer'. Honing the sound down to a more abstract, textural manner, Noisesurfer is 
currently working on more tracks and plans to release the first full-length CD in 2011.  

A musician and music fan, video creator and vinyl seller on Discogs for years, Joachim's talents were first 
put to use creating videos for his favourite music on Youtube in 2006 to the present, including FSOL, 
Daniel Pemberton, Humanoid, Second Thought, Cubus and Shaun Ryder, and shortly after began to 
make experimental collages with underground artists, creating video remixes.  Inspired and motivated by 
great artists and friends, he began to create his own music. 

Taking the name of the first solo album, he and Rachel Moraledius now work as a dance/electronic duo, a 
group of songwriters, a perfect circle band that try to find new sounds and ideas and to make good music. 

Noisesurfer started as an industrial, drum'n'bass project, but now works in other environments: more 
experimental, more noise and shoegaze, but always with spiritual and transcendent love for music.  We 
don't use the name to categorise the music in a particular style, only good music makes a Noisesurfer 
song, be it drone, alternative, glitch, grunge, rock, pop, techno, ambient, MIDI suites, experimental, 
sunscapes and soundscapes, electronic, IDM, groovy, funk... a continual search for good noise! 
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Discography 

Second Thought: 
2004 - Purlieu, CD, Second Thought Records 
2007 - Vacuum Road Songs, CD, Jerky Oats Records 
2009 - Live At Awakenings, MP3, Jerky Oats Records 
2010 - Treatments, MP3, Silent Flow Netlabel 
2010 - Canal Seven, MP3, Cyclene Netlabel 
2010 - 60° South, CDr, AmbientLive 
2010 - Torn Vision, CDr, Jerky Oats Records 
2010 - The Curse of Kevin Carter, MP3, No-Source Netlabel 
2010 - Centimental/Fist Taker/Second Thought Split, CDr, Jerky Oats Records 
2010 - Dungeness, MP3, Bump Foot 
2010 - Small Black Box, MP3, Tavern Eightieth 
 
Noisesurfer: 
2010 - Noisesurfer, MP3, Jerky Oats Records 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact information 
 

waterorjazz@googlemail.com 
www.secondthought.co.uk 

 
rontxo_fsol@hotmail.com 


